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About 

OpenStreetMap



What is OpenStreetMap

• The OSM project was born in 2004 to encourage the creation of geo data

that could be free to use and shareable with anyone.

http://www.openstreetmap.org



Why OpenStreetMap?

• The success and growth of OSM project are due to many reasons:

o geospatial data is not yet available in some parts of the worlds (e.g. 

developing countries)

o geospatial data is not free in many parts of the world

o the Internet has spread around the world

o low-cost GPS-equipped devices are increasingly available

10 years of OSM (2004-2014) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sC83j6vzjo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sC83j6vzjo


Who is contributing to OSM?

• Anyone can contribute – from people without any geo-training/skills to 

highly skilled people and geo people.

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Stats



OpenStreetMap Database

• OpenStreetMap is the largest, most diverse, most complete and most 

up-to-date geospatial database in the world.



OpenStreetMap Visualization

• The same data can be visualized in multiple different styles.



OpenStreetMap License

• OpenStreetMap is open data, licensed under the Open Data Commons

Open Database License (ODbL) by the OpenStreetMap Foundation

(OSMF).

http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/summary  



How to 

contribute?



OpenStreetMap Contribution

• There are three main ways to contribute data to OSM:

o outdoor mapping (field mapping) involves going out on the field and

looking at the real world. This process applies to areas where you

have been out surveying or with which you are already familiar from

day-to-day life. Data is uploaded using specific software.
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OpenStreetMap Contribution

• There are three main ways to contribute data to OSM:

o outdoor mapping (field mapping) involves going out on the field and

looking at the real world. This process applies to areas where you

have been out surveying or with which you are already familiar from

day-to-day life. Data is uploaded using specific software.

o armchair mapping (remote mapping) consists in digitizing objects

(buildings, roads, etc.) in remote areas without a personal field

survey. Information is typically derived from openly-licensed

aerial/satellite imagery and is uploaded using specific software.

o community import (bulk import) consists in the direct upload of

datasets available under an open license compatible with the ODbL.

Bulk import is a delicate operation, which must be discussed and

authorized by the OSM community and is reserved for expert users.

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Import/Catalogue#Community_imports
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OpenStreetMap Data Model - Geometries

• Each object is the result of a combination between a geometry and one 

or more tags.

• There are three different types of geometry:

o node

A single point:

- point objects: tree, bench, gate, trash bin, etc.

o way

An ordered list of nodes:

- linear objects: road, river, wall, hedge, etc.

- polygonal objects: building, lake, residential area, etc.

o relation

A logic group of nodes, polylines and polygons:

- complex data structures: transportation lines, multipolygon, etc.

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Elements



OpenStreetMap Data Model - Tags

• Each object is the result of a combination between a geometry and one 

or more tags.

• Tags are the geometry attributes. The objects tagging is a very critical 

process: 

o each tag consists of two elements: a key and a value

example: building = hotel

key value
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• Each object is the result of a combination between a geometry and one 

or more tags

• Tags are the geometry attributes. The objects tagging is a very critical 

process: 

o each tag consists of two elements: a key and a value

o the tagging is flexible

o each tag must be verifiable: “…a tag/value combination is verifiable if

and only if independent users when observing the same feature would

make the same observation every time…”

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Verifiability

OpenStreetMap Data Model - Tags



• Each object is the result of a combination between a geometry and one 

or more tags

• Tags are the geometry attributes. The objects tagging is a very critical 

process: 

o each tag consists of two elements: a key and a value

o the tagging is flexible

o each tag must be verifiable

o manuals and services are available to guide the tagging process

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Map_Features https://taginfo.openstreetmap.org/

OpenStreetMap Data Model - Tags
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OpenStreetMap – How to create an object

2. Add tags to the feature.



Contributor’s 

Tools



Let’s become contributors!

• Create an OpenStreetMap account to begin adding and editing OSM data.

• The required information is: e-mail address, display name and password.

https://www.openstreetmap.org/user/new



How did you contribute to OSM?

• Mapping statistics for each volunteer:

http://www.hdyc.neis-one.org



Your OSM Heat Map

• A map indicating the areas where a specific user has been editing 

OpenStreetMap:

http://yosmhm.neis-one.org



Who's around me?

• Overview of OpenStreetMap contributors in a specific area:

http://resultmaps.neis-one.org/oooc



Latest OSM Contributors

• A map indicating where the newly registered OpenStreetMap users have 

made their first edit:

http://resultmaps.neis-one.org/newestosm



Filtering OSM changesets

• Mapping statistics for a given changeset comment:

https://resultmaps.neis-one.org/osm-changesets



Unmapped Places of OpenStreetMap

• Map of the OpenStreetMap regions which require most mapping.

http://resultmaps.neis-one.org/unmapped



Show me the way

• Animation showing near real-time edits to OSM.

http://osmlab.github.io/show-me-the-way



https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0

References & contacts

Marco Minghini – marco.minghini@polimi.it 

Monia Elisa Molinari – moniaelisa.molinari@polimi.it 

• Useful introductory material on OpenStreetMap:

o https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Main_Page

o http://learnosm.org/en

Thank you!


